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Position based dynamics is a crucial framework in �uid simulation. Re-
cent works improved the e�ciency, and enforced realism. �is algorithm
enforces incompressibility by computing corrective position vector, handles
tensile instability by adding arti�cial surface tension, accounts for the loss of
energy due to position based method by applying vorticity con�nement and
smoothens particle movement by adding viscosity. In this work, we apply
the position based dynamics framework integrated with a density solver to
a highly dynamic moving fountain simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fluids, especially water, are responsible for many beautiful phenom-
ena in the nature. However, the di�culty of water simulation used
to prevent people from representing the beauty of water.

In [3], the famous Smoothed Particle Hydrogynamics (SPH)method
is proposed, with many obvious advantages. But it does not work
well when there are de�cient neighbors of a particle. In [8], a method
to deal with the neighbor de�ciency problem is proposed, but it
is limited by large-time step. In [6], the Position Based Dynamics
framework is introduced, which is stable and can be integrated with
many con�nements to tackle the neighbor de�ciency problem, en-
sure realism, and achieve real-time simulation.

In this work, we implement Position Based Fluids algorithm to
simulate water. In section 2, we introduced the position based dy-
namics algorithm. Section 2.1 shows the Euler’s method for position
prediction. Section 2.2 introduced the e�cient neighbor �nding
algorithm. Section 2.3 shows how we enforce incompressibility by
computing corrective position vector. Section 2.4 handles tensile
instability by adding arti�cial surface tension. Section 2.5 accounts
for the loss of energy due to position based method by applying
vorticity con�nement and smoothens particle movement by adding
viscosity. In section 3, we use the water simulation algorithm to
build a rainbowmusical fountain which dances to the music. Section
4 shows the several features we add to the GUI, such as rotating
perspective and zooming in/out. Section 5 gives the results for the
simulation.

2 POSITIN BASED DYNAMICS FRAMEWORK
In this work, we adopt the Position Based Dynamics framework
integrated with an interative density solver for the main simulation
loop, which is described in [2].

Our main simulation loop has four components. �e �rst compo-
nent updates velocity, computes next position using explicit Euler’s
method and updates bounding box coordinates for each particle.
�en the second part �nds neighbors for each particle using the

updated bounding box system. �en the third part enforces in-
compressibility by iteratively computing the corrective �p for each
particle. An arti�cial force is applied to �p calculation to handle
tensile instability. Finally the last part creates surface tension, adds
vorticity con�nement and applies viscosity to the particles. �e
algorithm for the main simulation setp is illustrated in Alg. 1.

ALGORITHM 1: Main Simulation Step

for each Particle par do
apply forces par.�+ = par .f orce · �t;
calculate next position par.p next = par .p + par .� · �t;
/* Update and collide because of �p */

collision detection and responce;
update bbox;

end
for each Particle par do

�nd neighbors par.neighbors;
end
while iteration < limit do

for each Particle par do
calculate par.�;

end
for each Particle par do

calculate par.�p;
/* Collide because of �p */

collision detection and responce;
end
for each Particle par do

par.p next+ = �p;
/* Update because of �p */

update bbox;
end

end
for each Particle par do

par.� = (par.p next � par.p)/�t;
add vorticity;
add XSPH viscosity;
par.p = par.p next ;

end

2.1 Explicit Euler’s method for position and velocity
update

In this part, we update velocity by applying external forces on each
particle and then calculate each particle’s next position by applying
Euler’s method. �e velocity used for position update is the velocity
calculated from last loop, so we are using explicit Euler’s method.
Since we assume the mass of each particle to be the same, so we
directly apply acceleration to the velocity of each particle without
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using Newton’s second law.

X ⇤ = X + �t €X

€X ⇤ = €X + �t ‹X

Since we apply the algorithm to fountain simulation, when the
particles are not in the fountain, the external force applied here is
only gravity, but when the particles are in the fountian faucet, a
pumping force will be applied to the particles.

2.2 Neighbor Finding
We calculate the neighbors of each particle before proceeding to the
density solver step. In order to avoid the O(n2) running time of the
naive double for loop algorithm, we use a bounding box method.
�e simulation space, namely the cubic space encircled by six planes,
is divivided into many subspaces, each of which is a cube of size
length dim. �en when �nding the neighbors of a particle, we cal-
culate its bounding box coordinates and then check all the particles
within this box and its adjacent boxes(up to 26 adjacent boxes). For
each particle in the neighborhood boxes, if the distance between
this particle and the target particle is less than h, the particle will be
added to the neighbor list. In this way, we can �nd the neighbors
for each particle e�ciently. In order to enforce incompressibility,
we iteratively solve a system of non-linear equations which would
calculate the corrective �p necessary in order to bring the density
close to rest density of the water. �e boudning box anf neighbor
�nding algorithm is illustrated in Alg. 2.

2.3 Enforcing Incompressibility
To estimate the density of a particle, we use its position and the
positions of its neighbor particles. We adopt the standard SPH
density estimator. Because all particles have the same mass, so the
mass termm would be dropped from the density estimator.

�i =
’
j
mjW (pi � pj,h)

�en, the constraint for each particle can be wri�en as

Ci (p1, ..., pn) =
�i
�0

� 1

where �0 stands for the rest density �i is the estimated density. In
our case, because each particle is initialized 0.1 distance away, one
unit cube has 1000 particles and therefore �0 in our project is set to
1000.

When the density of a particle is equal to the rest density, the
constraint for this particle is equal to 0. �us the desired corrective
�p satis�es C(p + �p ) = 0. �e solution can be found by Newton
steps along the constraint gradient as shown in [2].

ALGORITHM 2: Bounding Box and Neighbor Finding Algorithm

/* Assign particles to bounding boxes */

Input: each Particle par, bounding boxes bbox
for each Particle do

/* Get bounding box coords: get bbox coords() */

index = int(par.p/bbox .dim) + 0.5 · bbox .size ;
/* Assign to the corresponding box */

bbox [index].push back(par);
end
/* Update particles in bounding boxes */

Input: each Particle par, bounding boxes bbox
for each Particle do

index old = get bbox coords(p);
index new = get bbox coords(p next);
if index old != index new then

bbox [index old].erase(par);
bbox [index new].push back(par);

end
end
/* Find neighbors */

Input: each Particle par, bounding boxes bbox
for adjacent bounding boxes b within bbox size do

for each Particle par n�b in b do
if |par n�b .p � par.p | < bbox .dim then

par.neighbors.push back(par n�h);
end

end
end

�p ⇡ rC(p)�

C(p + �p) ⇡ C(p) + rCT �p = 0

C(p + �p) ⇡ C(p) + rCT rC(p)� = 0

�e gradient of the constarint function with respect to a particle k
is given by

rpkCi =
1
�0

’
j
rpkW (pi � pj,h)

�e gradient has two cases.

rpkCi =
1
�0

(Õ
j rpkW (pi � pj,h) i f k = i

�pkW (pi � pj,h) i f k = j

�erefore, we can solve for � with the previous Newton step equa-
tion, which gives

�i =
�Ci (p1, ..., pn )Õ

k |rpkCi |2

When particles are close to seperating, namely when they do not
have many neighbors around, the denominator of the above solution
becomes unstable, therefore a relaxation parameter is needed and
the solution becomes

�i =
�Ci (p1, ..., pn )Õ
k |rpkCi |2 + �
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�en, we have the solution to the corrective �pi

�pi =
1
�0

’
j
(�i + �j )rW (pi � pj,h)

We use the Poly6 kernel function to calculate density, and use the
Spiky kernel function for gradient calculation. Both of the kernel
functions are given in [5]. Since [5] does not give a gradient expres-
sion for the Spiky kernel, we give the expression here:

rWspiky (r,h) =
(
�45/(� · h6)(h � | |r | |)2 r

| |r | | , i f 0 < r < h

0, else

We create the simulation inside a box frame with six planes, so
the particles are all restricted within the frame box. Alg. 3 shows
how we deal with collision between particles and the planes of the
frame box. Speci�cally, there will be two kinds of collision due to po-
sition update, one is caused by velocity which is the Euler’s method
introduced in section 2.1, the other is caused by the correction vec-
tor �p solved from the density constraint as is shown in this section.

ALGORITHM 3: Collision Detection and Response
Input: Particle position p in, particle velocity � in, SPH step �p, time

step �t.
Output: Boolean value of whether bonce happens, new particle position

p out , new velocity � out .
for each of the six planes do

p out = p in + � in · t + �p;
if p out lies out of the frame box then

if collision because of � in then
t1 = dot (point � p in, normal )/dot (� in, normal );
� out = r ef lect (� in, normal );
p out = p in + t1 · � in+C� out · (�t � t1);

end
if collision because of �p then

t1 = dot (point � p in, normal )/dot (� p, normal );
p out = p in + t1 · �p + � ;

end
end
if t1 is the minimun in the loop then

return ture, p out , � out
end

end

2.4 Tensile Instability
�e traditional SPH algorithm would cause particle clustering or
clumping when a particle does not have enough neighbors and
cannot satisfy the rest density. �erefore, we follow the work [4] to
add an arti�cial pressure term to address this problem.

scorr = �k(
W (pi � pj,h)
W (�q,h) )n

�pi =
1
�0

’
j
(�i + �j + scorr )rW (pi � pj,h)

In our case, |�q| = 0.2h, k = 0.001, and n = 4.

2.5 Vorticity Confinement and Viscosity
To account for the loss of energy due to position based framework,
we implement vorticity con�nement to compensate the loss, as is
descreibed in [1]. We estimate vorticity by the estimator introduced
in [3]:

�i = r ⇥ v =
’
j
(vj � vi) ⇥ rpjW (pi � pj ,h)

�en the force upon each particle due to vorticity con�nement is

f
�or ticit�
i = �( r|� |i

|r|� |i |
⇥ �i )

We also apply XSPH viscosity for coherent movement of particles
[7].

vnewi = vi + c
’
j
(vj � vi ) ·W (pi � pj ,h)

In our foutain simulation, we tune the parameters for the best
realism and choose c = 0.001, and � = 0.002.

3 MUSICAL FOUNTAIN IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Fountain Implementation
When water paticles �ow into the cylindrical space of the fountian,
the fountain will pump up the water through the fountain mouth.
In order to simulate the fountain e�ect, we specify the bounding
box coordinates of the fountain space, when the water particles are
within this speci�ed space, their velocity will be modi�ed to the
pumping speed of the fountain. To represent the amorphous state
of the water, we add a random variation to the pumping speed. For
example the pumping speed in one of our simulations is 10+5·rand().

3.2 Synchrony with Music
A timestamp is added to each simulation step to match the progress
of music. In the music fountian simulation, a piece of music notes
is loaded. In each simulation step, the corresponding music note to
this step would be read and then the pumping speed at this step is
decided by the pitch of this note. �e higher the pitch, the larger
the pumping speed.

4 GUI FEATURES
We add several features to improve the user experience of the GUI.
Users can zoom in/out and rotate to change their perspectives. �e
GUI also can pause and resume simulation at any time. Furthermore,
A step-by-step simulation is also made possible in this GUI, so users
can view exactly how particles move during each time step.
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5 SIMULATION RESULTS
5.1 Falling Simulation
We �rst simulate cube of water particles falling to the bo�om plane,
as is shown in Fig. 1. We used 96k particles in this simulation.

Fig. 1. Simulation of a cube of water particles falling to the ground. (): a
blue cube of particles collide with the ground; (): a rainbow cube of particles
waves a�er falling.

In Fig. 2, the blue line shows the density of the particles falling
process, and the orange line shows the rest density. In the �rst 40
frames, the density is converging to 1000. As can be been, the con-
vergence takes less than 5 frames. At 50th frame, collision happens.
As can be seen, there is a li�le peak of the density a�er collision
happens, but it recovers fast and the density converge to a stable
value at 1000.

Fig. 2. The density curve of water falling simulation.

5.2 Fountain simulation
In this section, we show some results of fountain simulation. �e
faucet is located in the middle of the bo�om plane with a diameter
0.15. �e size of the bo�om is 9.45 ⇤ 5.85. In Fig. 3, we show two
screenshots of the fountain.

In Fig. 4, we show di�erent shape of the fountain. In Fig. 5, we
show di�erent height of the fountain. �e faucet size in Fig. 4 and

Fig. 3. Simulation of the fountain.

Fig. 5 double the faucet size in Fig. 3 so the particles in the air looks
denser and has more connections with each other. �ere are al-
ways some waves in the water on the ground due to the continuous
pumping and falling of the particles. In Fig. 4 there are some small
group of particles in the scene, while in Fig. 5 be�er viscosity and
bouncing e�ect is used and less small group of particles can be seen.

Fig. 4. The rainbow musical fountain in di�erent shape.

Fig. 5. The rainbow fountain in di�erent height.
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In Fig. 6, we show the density of the falling process followed by
the fountain e�ect. �e simulation of the �gure is tested with a
constant fountain, i.e., the velocity the faucet gives to the particles
is a constant value at 15. As can be seen, the convergence in the
beginning is fast (less than 5 frames). �e density also has a small
peak when collision happens, but during the fountain e�ect, the
density stays stable. �ese results show our fountain simulation
works well. It can generate a natural shape, achieve the desired
height, as well as maintain a n aimed density.

Fig. 6. The average density curve in fountain simulation.

6 FUTURE WORK
Since the authors do not have a working GPU, all the simulation is
implemented on CPU and therefore this is not a real time simula-
tion. In future work, GPU implementation can be done, and code
e�ciency and performance is to be improved. For example, we can
only render particles that we can see. A�er real-time simulation is
achieved, we can do real synchronization with music, and instead
of reading notes, we can read amplitude of the music sound, or even
read people’s voice. �us more interactive and applications can be
achieved.

Another direction of future work lies on the rendering of the
water surface. [9] gives a good method for smooth �uid surface
rendering. �e authors have tried to implement this but did not
have enough time to make it work.
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